**SECTION A-A**

- End connection to fit pipe used.
- Same reinforcement as * inner cage, class HE-II
- Same reinforcement as * outer cage, class HE-II
- Precast or cast in place end block.

**GENERAL NOTES**

All slope ratios are expressed as units of vertical displacement to units of horizontal displacement (V:H).

All dimensions are in inches (millimeters) unless otherwise shown.

**OPTIONAL WELDED WIRE REINFORCEMENT LAP**

**END VIEW**

**PLAN**

**APPROX. SLOPE**

**DATE**

4-1-16 Changed terminology to *welded wire reinforcement*.

1-109 Switched units to English (metric).

**PRECAST REINFORCED CONCRETE ELLIPTICAL FLARED END SECTION**

**STANDARD 542306-03**